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Helping Manufacturers
Navigate AI/ ML, IIoT, and
Industry 4.0
Stellarus is a full-service Industry 4.0 Technology
and Business Consultant Firm focused on
industrial and electronics manufacturing, smart
equipment integration, machine connectivity,
manufacturing execution systems software
(MES), and today's AI/ML Advanced Analytics.
Moving from Industry 3.0 to 4.0 is both a
requirement to remain competitive in today's
market and a daunting challenge for most
organizations. Stellarus has the experience
necessary to help you make the best decisions for
your organization as you embark on your digital
journey.
Having worked with many of the largest global
manufacturing corporations and software solutions
vendors, the Stellarus Group possesses vast
knowledge of the challenges manufacturing
companies face and the opportunities inherent in
evolving their organizations towards a digitalized
future.

Why do Companies Choose
Stellarus?
An Industry 4.0 Project is always more difficult than you think. We
can help you:
1/
To Save Time
Industry 4.0 and Digitalization projects are notoriously
underestimated. Stellarus has been involved in hundreds of
deployments. We cut through the clutter of supplier evaluations, build vs.
buy, technology matching, milestoning, etc. Our experience instantly
expedites the process and provides the direction you need.
2/
To Add Focus
More times than not, an Industry 4.0 or Software Solution evaluation does
not come with new personnel. These projects are almost always added to a
person or team's existing workload creating a competition between
"regular" work and this new project on their list.
3/
To Apply Experience
You undoubtedly have a very smart team that is capable of many things, but
how many of them have been through this (sometimes) complicated project
scope? Stellarus Group has done these types of projects for both large and
small companies. We help your team succeed!
4/
To Ensure Success
In our mutual industry, the list is long of people and companies that failed in
one way or another when they have taken upon these types of
projects. They are complicated. The decisions are extremely impactful. The
difference between success and failure can be disastrous to you and your
company. You don't have to go it alone.
5/
Stellarus Can Help
The stakes are so high whether you're implementing an Industry 4.0
strategy, Digitizing your process, Digitalizing your factory, or implementing
an Advanced Analytics process locally or in the cloud. Let's meet and have a
conversation to see what we can do together!
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